Oncogenic mutations in the thyrotropin receptor of autonomously functioning thyroid nodules in the Japanese population.
Constitutively activating mutations of the thyrotropin receptor (TSHR) have been found in the majority of autonomously functioning thyroid nodules (AFTNs) in European patients. The reported frequency of these mutations varies among reports but amounts to 50-80%. To date, only one such mutation responsible for AFTNs has been identified in the Japanese population and the pathogenic role of such mutations in Japanese AFTNs has been questioned. In the present study, we evaluated the frequency of activating mutations in the TSHR and G(alpha)s in 10 Japanese AFTNs. Genomic DNA was extracted from fresh frozen tissue. The TSHR and the almost entire sequence of the gene coding for the alpha subunit of Gs have been amplified and sequenced. In sequence analysis, four mutations in the TSHR (T632A, I486M, M453T and L512R) were found. To complete our analysis, we searched mutations in the gene coding for the alpha subunit of Gs, in the samples negative for TSHR mutations. In one case a mutation (R201H) affecting GTPase activity was found. If we focus on the solitary nodules, we obtain the same mutation proportion as in European patients (70%). The absence of TSHR and G(alpha)s mutations in a significant proportion of autonomous adenomas in multinodular goiters suggests that other causes may also play a role in the genesis of these lesions.